**in the news**

### Christmas

**Christmas** (AP) — For 40 years President Nixon has been sending televised Christmas messages to the nation, a tradition that began as a way to ensure no one had been left behind with no power.

The address and letter, which come from an official White House tape, are scheduled to air at 9 a.m. CDT on Sunday. Nixon, who is on vacation in the Ochlockonee Bay, Florida, was to tape his message Saturday.

### Swindle

**NEW YORK** (AP) — A federal grand jury has indicted President Reagan's favorite, Juanita Tucker, on charges that she defrauded eight men Wednesday-including two swindle victims—and that she conspired to defraud investors.

Tucker, 54, was charged with defrauding eight men of more than $12 million in the past decade.

### Berrigan

**BENTON, Minn.** (AP) — The Rev. Philip Berrigan, 39, who led a group of antiwar demonstrators to Washington, D.C., despite a court order to the contrary, was granted bail Thursday in connection with a conviction for obstructing the draft.

Berrigan, who2 was convicted last July of refusing to register for the draft, was found guilty of obstructing the draft in December 1971.

### Atomic license

**WASHINGTON** (AP) — The Atomic Energy Commission has issued a license allowing the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory to build a power reactor with a capacity of up to 500 megawatts.

The commission said the license will allow the laboratory to build and operate a power reactor at the Idaho site.

### Skymarshals

**NEW ORLEANS** (AP) — A Vietnam veteran has been arrested on a murder charge, the first in the United States in two years.

The veteran, who was being held in the Orleans Parish jail, was released on bond Thursday.

### Bloody day

**LONDON** (AP) — The British government has declared a new way of enforcing its own laws to stop the use of police power.

The government has announced that police will not be able to stop anyone from entering or leaving a building.

### Blanket of fog hampers travel

**By the Associated Press**

The National Weather Service issued a blanket of fog advisory for the entire country early Wednesday morning, saying that fog and low clouds were expected to persist into the afternoon.

Fog is expected to be most dense near the coast, where visibility may be reduced to less than a quarter mile.

### Career clouds

After 1,472 hours on duty, that's what it feels like to be a meteorologist on the ground. It can be a rewarding career, but it also involves long hours and a lot of travel.

Most meteorologists work in weather forecasting, either for private companies or government agencies.

### Nixon: ‘sign treaty or else’

**Ultimatum to both Vietnams**

Nixon has set a Dec. 15 deadline for both Vietnams to accept a peace plan, or face “consequences that will be so severe as to warrant all-out military action.”

### Christmas without ‘santa’

Christmas comes, but Santa Claus should be left behind.

### Jet clips plane on takeoff

**10 die in O'Hare crash**
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**Chicago** (AP) — A jet plane clipped another plane on the runway shortly after takeoff at O'Hare International Airport Thursday, killing 11 people.

The O'Hare crash was the third serious accident in three weeks in the Chicago area. The second was a crash at Midway International Airport in October, and the first was a crash at O'Hare in March.
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The plane crashed at 10:40 a.m. on the north runway, killing all 11 people aboard. The plane was bound for Chicago from San Francisco.
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Caravan

An Iowa Intercultural Black Alliance has been formed to fight for equal treatment of black college students throughout Iowa. Called "Caravan," the new organization is currently meeting at North Liberty, Iowa, before possibly moving to another location on the northern border of the state.

The Alliance's mission is to organize students, legally or otherwise, to take action against the impending creation of new, separate, and unequal black educational institutions in the state. The Alliance plans to use nonviolent direct action, including sit-ins, boycotts, and public demonstrations, to protest the state's proposed educational policies.

The Alliance believes that the creation of separate educational institutions for black students is a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The Alliance also believes that the creation of separate educational institutions will lead to the perpetuation of systemic racism and discrimination.

The Alliance is committed to achieving its goals through peaceful means. The Alliance believes that dialogue and negotiation are essential to achieving its goals. The Alliance is committed to working with other organizations and individuals to create a more just and equitable society for all people.

Caravan is committed to organizing and mobilizing students, faculty, and community members to create a more just and equitable society for all people. The Alliance is committed to working towards the creation of a society where all people are treated with dignity and respect, regardless of race, gender, sexuality, or socioeconomic status.
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A cooperative thing

If you’re not already aware, The Daily DePauw is a student-run publication at DePauw University. We use our venue to explore a wide range of topics, from current events to personal narratives, and we’re always on the lookout for new voices and perspectives.

We’re trying to catch something in the air during the fall semester. The weather is crisp, and we’re excited to start a new term. We’re not sure what exactly this year will bring, but we’re ready for any opportunity that may come our way.

We’re always on the lookout for new ideas and perspectives. If you’re interested in writing for us, don’t hesitate to reach out. We’d love to hear from you.

Mail

Dear Reader:

Thank you for subscribing to The Daily DePauw. As a subscriber, you gain access to our exclusive content and events. We hope you enjoy your experience with us.

To ensure that you continue to receive our publications, please make sure your subscription is up to date. You can check the status of your subscription and update your information by logging into your account on our website.

Thank you again for your support. We look forward to sharing more with you in the future.

Sincerely,
The Daily DePauw Team

Barrel’s response

To the Editor:

In reply to several articles on the subject of the press and its role in society, I would like to comment on a few points.

First, while there have been instances of press degradation, there have also been instances of press excellence. The press is not monolithic, and it is important to recognize the contributions of individual journalists and publications.

Second, the press has a responsibility to hold the powerful accountable. This includes the government, corporations, and other powerful entities. The press should not be afraid to speak truth to power.

Finally, the press has a role to play in democracy. A free press is essential to a healthy democracy, as it allows for the expression of different viewpoints and for the public to make informed decisions.

Thank you for considering my response.

Sincerely,
[Name]

Native Americans raid the bureaucrats

Revolt and the great BIA heist

WASHINGTON—The urban Indian, who feel the dryness of poverty in their bones and the oppression of law in their city, has become America’s legal awareness. He no longer will be content with a legal awareness of the fundamental rights and responsibilities of citizenship. He has been and will continue to be an active participant in the legal system.

He has learned that his legal awareness goes beyond the courtroom. It includes understanding the laws that govern his daily life, such as those that govern the use of public spaces, the workplace, and the voting booth.

He has also learned that legal awareness is not just a matter of knowing the laws, but also of using them to protect his rights. He has learned that the law is not just a set of rules, but also a tool for change.

This legal awareness has led to a revolt against the bureaucratic system of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). The urban Indian has taken to the streets to demand change and justice.

The BIA has been the target of this revolt. It has been accused of corruption, abuse of power, and neglect of its responsibilities. The urban Indian has rejected the BIA’s claims of efficiency and has demanded accountability and transparency.

The BIA has responded to this revolt with a series of measures to address the concerns of the urban Indian. These include setting up a task force to investigate the allegations, and making changes to its policies and procedures.

The urban Indian has responded to these measures with skepticism and resistance. They have continued to demand more from the BIA, including a commitment to address the root causes of the problems.

This revolt has been a powerful force for change. It has brought attention to the issues facing the urban Indian, and has forced the BIA to take action. It has also shown the importance of legal awareness and the need for a strong legal system.

The urban Indian has not been alone in this revolt. Other groups across the country have joined in, including the American Indian Movement and the National Congress of American Indians.

This revolt has been a powerful force for change, and it has shown the importance of legal awareness and the need for a strong legal system. It has also shown the power of the people, and the importance of working together to create change.

Thank you for considering my response.

Sincerely,
[Name]
Best Wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Peaceful New Year

from the editors and staff of The Daily Iowan

SATURDAY

By A.V. Phillips, The Western Times (CA)

The 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 Peaceful Punch Recipe

1. Combine 1 part Woolly committee with 5 parts Michelle, and a splash of Sparky's

2. Add 2 parts to the mix, and stir until the mixture begins to froth

3. Slowly add 3 parts Salt Lake City and 4 parts East Coast

4. Serve in a glass with a twist of Drambuie

~ POGO ~

by Walt Kelly

A special deal for you! Señor! Tequila Sunrise - 50% Off regular Price

7:30-8:30 PM, THURS.-SAT.

The Vine

109 S Clinton
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It’s the Christmas season, the time for giving. This year it’s the season for giving all around the world. From the North Pole to the South Pole, from the Arctic to the Antarctic, everyone is getting in on the Christmas spirit.

It’s the season for carols, for gifts, for family gatherings. It’s the season to remember the true meaning of Christmas: the love and peace that comes with the season. So let’s all spread the joy and happiness of Christmas to everyone around us.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Nixon threatens attack on grid antitrust exemption

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Nixon administration Wednesday threatened to attack pro football's antitrust exemption after the National Football League refused a request by Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst to appear in a lawsuit alleging the league's management is in an illegal conspiracy.

The management of NFL teams has an antitrust exemption that allows it to set player salaries and negotiate contracts with agents.

Any Gov. Richard R. Kleindienst's threats were met with a request by Commissioner Pete Rozelle to appear in the suit. Rozelle said the NFL would file a formal response to the suit.

"If the league does not respond to the request, then the anti-trust exemption will be attacked," Katz said.

Rozelle also said that the NFL's management would be "the only logical way to get the NFL's management to negotiate with us on a voluntary basis." He added that the NFL's management had agreed to negotiate with the league on the issue.

In late November, the NFL announced that it would not allow its players to join the NFLPA, which represents the league's players. The players had been demanding a larger share of the league's revenue and better working conditions.

The league had also threatened to file a lawsuit against the NFLPA, arguing that the union was engaging in antitrust violations.
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FRANKLY SPEAKING
by Phil Frank

5-cent beer coupon
The C.O.D. Stamp Line has been running a coupon in the Daily Iowan that are good for a beer at a local bar. I took a coupon from Tuesday 11 to the bar on Wednesday and was told the coupons were only good on Tuesdays and Thursdays. However, this is not the case—C.O.D.

A SURVIVAL LINE caller took one of these coupons to the C.O.D. and, just as we said, it was refused as "good only on Tuesdays and Thursdays", reflecting the confusion on the coupon.

After checking the D.L. advertising department to make certain that the coupon had not run recently, we called the C.O.D. to find out the same.

The refusal to honor the coupon, SURVIVAL LINE finds, is just another example of the problem to large businesses.

George Sch. then called on several new employers who had been added to the network, and they had been meeting considerable opposition. These were confirmed by management person from Kingsley, who assurances us in these cases were not being honored. Anderson-C.O.D. is the only local company that will honor the coupons.

Please spread the word to those you know. I am certain that they are interested.

L. Charles Hard, Manager

END-OF-SEMESTER CLEANUP?
Recycle-it's all we've got, people.

The refusal to honor the coupon, SURVIVAL LINE finds, is just another example of the problem to large businesses.

Please spread the word to those you know. I am certain that they are interested.

L. Charles Hard, Manager

SURVIVAL LINE phones will be silent until Thursday, January 11. If you have a problem for us, send it to SURVIVAL LINE, Career Information Center, Iowa City. We will continue to work on your previous questions in the interim, and will be giving the answers to you daily from now through December 22.

Rock, soul, jazz in high schools!

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)—The majority of the nation's schools offers a formal music education program that is far from what the nation needs.

There's a book and that announced all faculty members John Philip Sousa, and copyrighted was composed of music education in 1934 that taught through every music education depart- ment in the nation. Their main thrust has been to teach about the merits of various parts of music in the Scull, rock, country, gospel, theater and folk genres, with no mention in a music scale.

Music schools and high schools through college—this is the last part of their work. They bridge the gap between music education and people. As national coordinator of the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, James M. Wolfe, who taught for 10 years as assistant professor at the University of Iowa, is trying to educate educational administrators in colleges and universities about the value of music in the curriculum. He has been so impressed with the response that he has recently expanded his program.

"Commercial music has long been the race of choice for non-music students, and the traditional music majors are centered around the popular and folk genres," Wolfe says. "The larger problem is that the popular music major is not an appropriate area for most students, and is equipped to teach commercial music."

"But the people calling it popular music are not the same people who don't want to deal with the young people."

In fact, News 18, chairman of the music education depart- ment in Ohio, is the reason why he's in education. "The problem is to show that what we're teaching from today, tomorrow's style of music, that isn't like today's, that's being done by sea little bits and pieces."

"It's not the same as saying we're teaching with all kinds of creative."

One of the nation's most renowned music educators, Yo-Yo Ma, has taught for 30 years in Nashville and has hired as his main purpose to introduce high school students to the classical music in the curriculum and to make it more meaningful. The most important part of his program is that he likes to bring young students to classical music, learn to appreciate it, and then work on what they see best in terms of the classical music that is taught in high schools.

In addition to this, a music sociologist from Van- derbilt in Nashville, Richard S. Crandall, is the one who says that the traditional music majors are centered around the folk genres, which are supposed to be the popular music, and are looking for people who are interested in the field.

Interviews with several music educators in Nashville, which is one of the nation's more important music centers, show that the program is in line with the national movement to train music majors as teachers and professors.

"If I could make any one change in the educational system, I would add more courses on how to teach commercial music and something about the classical music," Crandall says. "I would also add more courses on the classical music to make the students who have chosen the classical music more comfortable."

"It is designed to have the same effect on pop that music has had on non-music majors, it would goal for more people who are interested in music to find that the program is designed for them."

The Nashville branch of the National Association of Music Educators, which is the national organization that supports the program, has initiated the program in many areas.
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